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Introduction: This study examined early childhood preservice t eachers' problem-solving skills
through inquiry-based approach related to socio-scientific issues (SSI) that involve Health and
Safety subject in early childhood education programme.

Method: Action research project was conducted wh ich involves the researcher working
independently on in-class research project w ith students in solving the problems related to
socio-scientific issues (SSI) in early childhood education such as childhood obesity, childhood
immunization and t he use of technology among children. A qualitative research design was
adopted and it involves 28 third-year university students in ea rly childhood edu cat ion
programme. Data were collected through on line questionnaire, classroom observation,
interviews and students' written report.

Results: From interviews conducted with the students, the students agreed that this project
helped motivat e them in learning Health and Safety subject and increased their interest in
researching the socio-scientific topics. Findings also show that when students are invited to
take part in t he learning process from the initial stage until the end of the process, they
experience a sense of agency and responsibility for their lea rning. Thus, th is approach involves
greater student engagement and increase their intrinsic motivation . Students can evaluate
and reflect on their own learning when t hey have been part of the lea rn ing process and play
an active part in the plan ning and identificat ion of main learning goa ls. Quest ioning and
searching for answers are extremely important parts of inquiry and through this process
knowledge can be generat ed effectively.

Research limitations: Th is study is a small-scale study supported by Un iversity of Mdlily<I
Learning Improvement and Teaching Enhancement Research Scheme th us the
generalization of the findings is not the purpose of the study.
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Conclusion: This study promotes innovations in teaching and learning and reorganization of

Health and Safety subject that encourage student engagement and as a new strategy in
fo stering Students' socio-scient ifi c: r easoning through Inquiry lea rning. Moreover, most of the
teacher trainee from Bachelor of Early Childhood Education did not pursue science stream in
school thus they are not famlliar with the steps in conducting scientific invest igation that
integrated the element s of inquiry.
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